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NEA Continues Non-Education Agenda

The National Education Association’s recent
convention in New Orleans once again proved
that the NEA is interested in more than
education. The delegates felt the need to weigh
in on abortion (“reproductive rights"), universal
health care, homosexual lifestyles, and capital
punishment. President Weaver was quoted in the
July 8, 2003 Washington Times as saying, “Our
organization is a microcosm of society, and our
members reflect the views and opinions of that
society. But I will say, the resolutions reflect how
people feel about society as well as what we can
do to help children.” The Times also reported the
Weaver “…acknowledges that the union is left-
wing politically and 90 percent pro-Democrat…”

These quotes taken together say a lot about the
organization.

It seems that the NEA might have moved from its
original mission formulated when founded in
1857: “to elevate the character and advance the
interests of the profession of teaching and to
promoted the cause of popular education in the
United States.” According to its website, “the
NEA has remained constant in its commitment to
its original mission as evidenced by the current
mission statements: To fulfill the promise of a
democratic society, the National Education
association shall promote the cause of quality
public education and the advance the profession
of education; expand the rights and further the
interests of educational employees; and
advocate human, civil, and economic rights for
all.” The NEA sees no movement from the
original mission – interesting! I wonder how NEA
defines “is” – along with “quality public
education”, “expand”, and “human rights”?

This 2.7 million-member organization wields
incredible power in Washington as well as in
many, many states. You can see that it makes it

presence known in many arenas besides
education. However, according to the website,
“In pursuing its mission, the NEA has determined
that it will focus the energy and
resources…toward the 'restoration of public
confidence in public education.’ " Perhaps the
union is a part of the problem—not the solution!

The NEA along with the AFT showed their
combined power by blocking vouchers and block
grants in No Child Left Behind (NCLB). However,
the NEA is not at all happy with the legislation
and is planning a lawsuit challenging it. It seems
the kernel of the suit is to see if states would
loose federal funding if they refuse to use state
funding for the mandates required by NCLB.
While there could be merit to this lawsuit, this
question begs to be asked: Would the NEA bring
a lawsuit if President Clinton was still President?
Ok. Maybe the legislation would have been
different. How about this question: Why hasn’t
NEA brought a lawsuit challenging that huge
unfunded mandate IDEA? Perhaps President
Weaver’s admission that the organization is left-
leaning would inform us here,

One very troubling resolution that is educational
is the call for mandatory kindergarten and the
providing for pre-kindergarten programs that are
not mandatory. This nation has been marching
steadily toward state baby education for many
years. It’s clear that the NEA is a star player in
that effort. (Don’t forget that more classes require
more teachers and staff, which could translate to
more NEA members!)

It appears that the NEA wants to control every
aspect of education as well as other areas of our
lives. It is a well-organized, active force. We must
show as much dedication and fervor in fighting
for what we believe is right!
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